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Abstract. Adverse phenomena such as the search engine manipulation
effect (SEME), where web search users change their attitude on a topic fol-
lowing whatever most highly-ranked search results promote, represent cru-
cial challenges for research and industry. However, the current lack of auto-
matic methods to comprehensively measure or increase viewpoint diver-
sity in search results complicates the understanding and mitigation of such
effects. This paper proposes a viewpoint bias metric that evaluates the
divergence from a pre-defined scenario of ideal viewpoint diversity consid-
ering two essential viewpoint dimensions (i.e., stance and logic of evalu-
ation). In a case study, we apply this metric to actual search results and
find considerable viewpoint bias in search results across queries, topics,
and search engines that could lead to adverse effects such as SEME. We
subsequently demonstrate that viewpoint diversity in search results can
be dramatically increased using existing diversification algorithms. The
methods proposed in this paper can assist researchers and practitioners
in evaluating and improving viewpoint diversity in search results.

Keywords: Viewpoint diversity · Metric · Evaluation · Bias · Search
results

1 Introduction

Web search is increasingly used to inform important personal decisions [16,31,45]
and users commonly believe that web search results are accurate, trustworthy,
and unbiased [53]. However, especially for search results related to debated top-
ics, this perception may often be false [30,54,65,66]. Recent research has demon-
strated that a lack of viewpoint diversity in search results can lead to unde-
sired outcomes such as the search engine manipulation effect (SEME), which
occurs when users change their attitude on a topic following whichever viewpoint
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happens to be predominant in highly-ranked search results [5,6,24,27,52]. For
instance, SEME can lead users to judge medical treatments as (in-)effective [52]
or prefer a particular political candidate over another [27]. To mitigate poten-
tial large-scale negative consequences of SEME for individuals, businesses, and
society, it is essential to evaluate and foster viewpoint diversity in search results.

Measuring and increasing the diversity of search results has been studied
extensively in recent years, e.g., to satisfy pluralities of search intents [2,19,58]
or ensure fairness towards protected classes [9,70,72,73]. First attempts in specif-
ically evaluating [23,43] and fostering [47,61] viewpoint diversity in ranked out-
puts have also been made. However, two essential aspects have not been suf-
ficiently addressed yet: (1) current methods only allow for limited viewpoint
representations (i.e., one-dimensional, often binary) and (2) there is no clear
conceptualization of viewpoint diversity or what constitutes viewpoint bias in
search results. Current methods often assume that any top k portion of a ranked
list should represent all available (viewpoint) categories proportionally to their
overall distribution, i.e., analogous to the notion of statistical parity [23,42],
without considering other notions of diversity [64]. This impedes efforts to mean-
ingfully assess viewpoint bias in search results or measure improvements made
by diversification algorithms. We thus focus on three research questions:

RQ1. What metric can thoroughly measure viewpoint diversity in search
results?

RQ2. What is the degree of viewpoint diversity in actual search results?
RQ3. What method can foster viewpoint diversity in search results?

We address RQ1 by proposing a metric that evaluates viewpoint bias (i.e.,
deviation from viewpoint diversity) in ranked lists using a two-dimensional view-
point representation developed for human information interaction (Sect. 3). We
show that this metric assesses viewpoint diversity in a more comprehensive fashion
than current methods and apply it in a case study of search results from two popu-
lar search engines (RQ2; Sect. 4). We find notable differences in search result view-
point diversity between queries, topics, and search engines and show that applying
existing diversification methods can starkly increase viewpoint diversity (RQ3;
Sect. 4.3). All code and data are available at https://osf.io/kz3je/.

2 Related Work

Viewpoint Representations. Viewpoints, sometimes called arguments [3,26]
or stances [41], are positions or opinions concerning debated topics or claims [20].
To represent viewpoints in ranked lists of search results, each document needs
to receive a label capturing the viewpoint(s) it expresses. Previous work has pre-
dominantly assigned binary (e.g., con/pro) or ternary (e.g., against/neutral/in
favor) viewpoint labels [32,52,71]. However, these labels ignore the viewpoint’s
degree and reason behind opposing or supporting a given topic [20], e.g., two
statements in favor of school uniforms could express entirely different view-
points in strongly supporting school uniforms for productivity reasons and only

https://osf.io/kz3je/
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somewhat supporting them for popularity reasons. To overcome these limita-
tions, earlier work has represented viewpoints on ordinal scales [23,24,43,57],
continuous scales [43], as multi-categorical perspectives [3,18,21], or computed
the viewpoint distance between documents [47]. A recently proposed, more
comprehensive viewpoint label [20], based on work in the communication sci-
ences [7,8,11], consists of two dimensions: stance (i.e., an ordinal scale ranging
from “strongly opposing” to “strongly supporting”) and logics of evaluation (i.e.,
underlying reasons –sometimes called perspectives [18,21], premises [13,26] or
frames [3,47]).

Viewpoint Diversity in Ranked Outputs. Previous research has shown that
search results across topics and domains (e.g., politics [54], health [65,66]) may
not always be viewpoint-diverse and that highly-ranked search results are often
unbalanced concerning query subtopics [30,50]. Limited diversity, or bias, can
root in the overall search result index but become amplified by biased queries
and rankings [30,56,66]. Extensive research further shows that viewpoint-biased
(i.e., unbalanced) search results can lead to undesired consequences for individu-
als, businesses, and society (e.g., SEME) [5,10,24,27,52,67]. That is why many
studies now focus on understanding and mitigating cognitive user biases in this
context [6,24,28,33,44,51,57,68,69,71]. However, because adverse effects in web
search are typically an interplay of content and user biases [67], it is essential to
also develop methods to evaluate and foster viewpoint diversity in search results.

Building on work that measured diversity or fairness in search results con-
cerning more general subtopics [2,9,19,70,72,73], recent research has begun
to evaluate viewpoint diversity in ranked outputs. Various metrics have been
adapted from existing information retrieval (IR) practices to quantitatively eval-
uate democratic notions of diversity [37,63,64], though only few [63] crucially
incorporate users’ attention drop over the ranks [6,27,39,49]. Ranking fairness
metrics such as normalized discounted difference (rND) [70] can assess viewpoint
diversity by measuring the degree to which documents of a pre-defined protected
viewpoint category are ranked lower than others [23]. The recently proposed
ranking bias (RB) metric considers the full range of a continuous viewpoint
dimension and evaluates viewpoint balance [43]. Existing metrics such as rND
and RB, however, have a key limitation when measuring viewpoint diversity:
they cannot accommodate comprehensive, multi-dimensional viewpoint repre-
sentations. Incorporating such more comprehensive viewpoint labels is crucial
because stances and the reasons behind them can otherwise not be considered
simultaneously [20].

Search Result Diversification. To improve viewpoint diversity, we build on
earlier work on diversifying search results concerning user intents [1,2,25,40,
59]. xQuAD [59] and HxQuAD [38] are two such models that re-rank search
results with the aim of fulfilling diverse ranges of information needs at high
ranks. Whereas xQuAD diversifies for single dimensions of (multi-categorical)
subtopics, HxQuAD adapts xQuAD to accommodate multiple dimensions of
subtopics and diversifies in a multi-level hierarchical fashion. For example, for the
query java, two first-level subtopics may be java island and java programming.
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For the former, queries such as java island restaurant and java island beach may
then be second-level subtopics. To the best of our knowledge, such methods have
so far not been used to foster viewpoint diversity in ranked lists.

3 Evaluating Viewpoint Diversity in Search Results

This section introduces a novel metric for assessing viewpoint diversity in ranked
lists such as search results. To comprehensively capture documents’ viewpoints,
we adopt the two-dimensional viewpoint representation recently introduced by
Draws et al. [20] (see Sect. 2). Each document thus receives a single stance label
on a seven-point ordinal scale from strongly opposing (−3) to strongly support-
ing (3) a topic and anywhere from no to seven logic of evaluation labels that
reflect the underlying reason(s) behind the stance (i.e., inspired, popular, moral,
civic, economic, functional, ecological). Although other viewpoint diversity rep-
resentations could be modeled, this 2D representation supports more nuanced
viewpoint diversity analyses than current approaches, and it is still computa-
tionally tractable (i.e., only seven topic-independent categories per dimension).

We consider a set of documents retrieved in response to a query (e.g., “school
uniforms well-being”) related to a particular debated topic (e.g., mandatory
school uniforms). R is a ranked list of N retrieved documents (i.e., by the search
engine), R1...k is the top-k portion of R, and Rk refers to the kth-ranked docu-
ment. We refer to the sets of stance and logic labels of the documents in R as
S and L, respectively, and use Sk or Lk to refer to the labels of the particular
document at rank k. For instance, a document at rank k may receive the label
[Sk = 2; Lk = (popular, functional)] if the article supports (stance) school uni-
forms because they supposedly are popular among students (i.e., popular logic)
and lead to better grades (i.e., functional logic). S and L, respectively, are the
(multinomial) stance and logic distributions of the documents in R.

Defining Viewpoint Diversity. Undesired effects such as SEME typically
occur when search result lists are one-sided and unbalanced in terms of view-
points [6,27,52]. To overcome this, we follow the normative values of a delibera-
tive democracy [37], and counteract these problems through viewpoint plurality
and balance. We put these notions into practice by following three intuitions:

1. Neutrality. A set of documents should feature both sides of a debate equally
and not take any particular side when aggregated. We consider a search result
list as neutral if averaging its stance labels results in 0 (a neutral stance score).

2. Stance Diversity. A set of documents should have a balanced stance distri-
bution so that different stance strengths (e.g., 1, 2, and 3) are covered. For
example, we consider a search result list as stance-diverse if it contains equal
proportions of all seven different stance categories, but not if it contains only
the stance categories −3 and 3 (albeit satisfying neutrality here).

3. Logic Diversity. A set of documents should include a plurality of reasons for
different stances (i.e., balanced logic distribution within each stance category).
For example, a search result list may not satisfy logic diversity if documents
containing few reasons (here, logics) are over-represented.
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Our metric normalized discounted viewpoint bias (nDVB) measures the degree to
which a ranked list diverges from a pre-defined scenario of ideal viewpoint diver-
sity. It combines the three sub-metricsnormalized discounted polarity bias (nDPN),
normalized discounted stance bias (nDSB), and normalized discounted logic bias
(nDLB), which respectively assess the three characteristics of a viewpoint-diverse
search result list (i.e., neutrality, stance diversity, and logic diversity).

3.1 Measuring Polarity, Stance, and Logic Bias

We propose three sub-metrics that contribute to nDVB by considering different
document aspects. They all ignore irrelevant during their computation and – like
other IR evaluation metrics [55] – apply a discount factor for rank-awareness.

Normalized Discounted Polarity Bias (nDPB). Polarity bias considers the
mean stance label balance. Neutrality, the first trait in our viewpoint diversity
notion, posits that the stance labels for documents in any top k portion should
balance each other out (mean stance = 0). We assess how much a top k search
result list diverges from this ideal scenario (i.e., polarity bias; PB; see Eq. 1) by
computing the average normalized stance label. Here, S1...k is the set of stance
labels for all documents in the top k portion of the ranking. PB normalizes all
stance labels Si in the top k to a score between −1 and 1 (by dividing it by its
absolute maximum, i.e., 3) and takes their average. To evaluate the neutrality
of an entire search result list τ with N documents, we compute PB iteratively
for the top 1, 2, . . . , N ranking portions, aggregate the results in a discounted
fashion, and apply min-max normalization to produce nDPB (see Eq. 2). Here,
Z is a normalizer equal to the highest possible value for the aggregated and
discounted absolute PB values and I is an indicator variable equal to −1 if
∑N

k=1
PB(S,k)
log2(k+1) < 0 and 1 otherwise. nDPB quantifies a search result list’s bias

toward opposing or supporting a topic and ranges from −1 to 1 (more extreme
values indicate greater bias, values closer to 0 indicate neutrality).

PB(S, k) =
∑k

i=1
Si

3

|S1...k| (1) nDPB(τ) =
1
Z

I

N∑

k=1

|PB(S, k)|
log2(k + 1)

(2)

Normalized Discounted Stance Bias (nDSB). Stance bias evaluates how
much the stance distribution diverges from the viewpoint-diverse scenario. Stance
diversity, the second trait of our viewpoint diversity notion, suggests that all
stance categories are equally covered in any top k ranked list portion. We cap-
ture this ideal scenario of a balanced stance distribution in the uniform target
distribution T =

(
1
7 , 1

7 , 1
7 , 1

7 , 1
7 , 1

7 , 1
7

)
. The stance distribution of the top k-ranked

documents is given by S1...k =
( |S−3

1...k|
k , . . . ,

|S3
1...k|
k

)
, where each numerator refers

to the number of top-k search results in a stance category. We assess how much
S1...k diverges from T by computing their Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD), a
symmetric distance metric for discrete probability distributions [29]. This app-
roach is inspired by work suggesting divergence metrics to measure viewpoint
diversity [23,63,64]. We then normalize JSD between S1...k and T by dividing
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it by the maximal divergence, i.e., JSD(U‖T ) where U = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and
call the result stance bias (SB; see Eq. 3). SB ranges from 0 (desired scenario of
stance diversity) to 1 (maximal stance bias). Notably, SB will deliberately always
return high values for the very top portions (e.g., top one or two) of any search
result list, as it is impossible to get a balanced distribution of the seven stance
categories in just a few documents. We evaluate an entire search result list using
nDSB (see Eq. 4), by computing SB iteratively for the top 1, 2, . . . , N ranking
portions, aggregating the results in a discounted fashion, and normalizing.

SB(S, k) =
JSD(S1...k||T )

JSD(U ||T )
(3)

nDSB(τ) =
1
Z

N∑

k=1

SB(S, k)
log2(k + 1)

(4)

Normalized Discounted Logic Bias (nDLB). Logic bias measures how bal-
anced documents in each stance category are in terms of logics. Logic diversity
suggests that all logics are equally covered in each document group when split-
ting documents by stance category. Thus, when a search result list contains docu-
ments, e.g., with stances −1, 0, and 1, the logic distributions of each of those three
groups should be balanced. The logic distribution of all top k results belong-

ing to a particular stance category s is given by Ls
1...k =

( |Ls,l1
1...k|

|Ls
1...k| , . . . ,

|Ls,l7
1...k|

|Ls
1...k|

)
,

where each numerator |Ls,l
1...k| refers to the number of times logic l (e.g., inspired)

appears in the top k documents with stance category s. Each denominator |Ls
1...k|

is the total number of logics that appear in the top k documents with stance cat-
egory s. Ls

1...k reflects the relative frequency of each logic in the top k documents
in a specific stance category. Similar to SB, we evaluate the degree to which Ls

1...k

diverges from T by computing the normalized JSD for the logic distributions of
each available stance category and then produce logic bias (LB) by averaging
the results (Eq. 5). Here, S∗

k is the set of unique stance categories among the
top k-ranked documents. LB thus quantifies, on a scale from 0 to 1, the average
degree to which the logic distributions diverge from the ideal, viewpoint-diverse
scenario where all logics are equally present within each stance category. We
produce nDLB by computing LB iteratively for the top 1, 2, . . . , N documents
and applying our discounted aggregation and normalization procedures (Eq. 6).

LB(S, L, k) =
1

|S∗
k |

∑

s∈S∗
k

JSD(Ls
1...k||T )

JSD(U ||T )
(5) nDLB(τ) =

1
Z

N∑

k=1

LB(S, L, k)
log2(k + 1)

(6)

3.2 Normalized Discounted Viewpoint Bias

To evaluate overall viewpoint diversity, we combine nDPB, nDSB, and nDLB
into a single metric, called normalized discounted viewpoint bias (nDVB):

nDVB(τ) = I
α|nDPB(τ)| + βnDSB(τ) + γnDLB(τ)

α + β + γ
.
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Here, I is an indicator variable that equals −1 when nDPB(τ)< 0 and 1 other-
wise. The parameters α, β, and γ are weights that control the relative importance
of the three sub-metrics. Thus, nDVB measures the degree to which a ranked list
of documents diverges from an ideal, viewpoint-diverse scenario. It ranges from
−1 to 1, indicating the direction and severity with which such a ranked list (e.g.,
search results) is biased (values closer to 0 imply greater viewpoint diversity).

Our proposed metric nDVB allows for a more comprehensive assessment of
viewpoint diversity in search results compared to metrics such as rND or RB. It
does so by allowing for comprehensive viewpoint representations of search results,
simultaneously considering neutrality, stance diversity, and logic diversity.

4 Case Study: Evaluating, Fostering Viewpoint Diversity

This section presents a case study in which we show how to practically apply
the viewpoint bias metric we propose (nDVB; see Sect. 3.2) and examine the
viewpoint diversity of real search results from commonly used search engines,
using relevant queries for currently debated topics (i.e., atheism, school uniforms,
and intellectual property). Finally, we demonstrate how viewpoint diversity in
search results can be enhanced using existing diversification algorithms. More
details on the materials and results (incl. figures) are available in our repository.

4.1 Materials

Topics. We aimed to include in our case study three topics that (1) are not sci-
entifically answerable (i.e., with legitimate arguments in both the opposing and
supporting directions) and (2) cover a broad range of search outcomes (i.e., con-
sequences for the individual user, a business, or society). To find such topics, we
considered the IBM-ArgQ-Rank-30kArgs data set [35], which contains arguments
on controversial issues. The three topics we (manually) selected from this data set
were atheism (where attitude change may primarily affect the user themselves,
e.g., they become an atheist), intellectual property rights (where attitude change
may affect a business, e.g., the user decides to capitalize on intellectual property
they own), and school uniforms (where attitude change may affect society, e.g.,
the user votes to abolish school uniforms in their municipality).

Queries. We conducted a user study (approved by a research ethics committee)
to find, per topic, five different queries that users might enter into a web search
engine if they were wondering whether one should be an atheist (individual use
case), intellectual property rights should exist (business use case), or students
should have to wear school uniforms (societal use case). In a survey, we asked
participants to imagine the three search scenarios and select, for each, three “neu-
tral” and four “biased” queries from a pre-defined list. The neutral queries did
not specify a particular debate side (e.g., school uniforms opinions), while
the biased queries prompted opposing (e.g., school uniforms disadvantages)
or supporting results (e.g., school uniforms pros).
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We recruited 100 participants from Prolific (https://prolific.co) who com-
pleted our survey for a reward of $0.75 (i.e., $8.09 per hour). All participants
were fluent English speakers older than 18. For our analysis, we excluded data
from two participants who had failed at least one of two attention checks. The
remaining 98 participants were gender-balanced (49% female, 50% male, 1% non-
binary) and rather young (50% were between 18 and 24). We selected five queries
per topic: the three most commonly selected neutral queries and the single most
commonly selected opposing- and supporting-biased queries (see Table 1).1

Table 1. Viewpoint diversity evaluation for all 30 search result lists from Engine 1
and 2: rND, RB, and nDVB (incl. its sub-metrics DPB, DSB, and DLB). Queries were
designed to retrieve neutral (neu), opposing (opp), or supporting (sup) results (↔).

Engine 1 Engine 2

Query ↔ rND RB nDPB nDSB nDLB nDVB rND RB nDPB nDSB nDLB nDVB

why people become atheists or theists neu .70 .27 .32 .33 .38 .34 .69 .14 .21 .36 .33 .30

should I be atheist or theist neu .68 .13 .24 .39 .44 .35 .80 .04 .05 .51 .40 .32

atheism vs theism neu .58 −.06 −.07 .52 .37 −.32 .77 .01 .03 .53 .39 .32

why theism is better than atheism opp .47 .19 .22 .28 .35 .29 .53 −.04 −.15 .45 .30 −.30

why atheism is better than theism sup .35 .05 .15 .23 .43 .27 .68 .10 .15 .45 .34 .31

why companies maintain or give away IPRs neu .77 .46 .49 .41 .45 .45 .97 .61 .60 .48 .51 .53

should we have IPRs or not neu .80 .34 .34 .35 .33 .34 .93 .47 .44 .42 .41 .43

IPRs vs open source neu .80 .10 .09 .45 .43 .32 .92 .18 .19 .57 .53 .43

why IPRs don’t work opp .69 .30 .33 .42 .40 .38 .54 .18 .19 .40 .35 .31

should we respect IPRs sup .90 .48 .49 .41 .36 .42 .95 .60 .59 .50 .35 .48

why countries adopt or ban school unif. neu .59 −.01 .14 .37 .25 .26 .54 −.10 −.11 .37 .20 −.23

should students wear school unif. or not neu .62 −.10 −.10 .45 .20 −.25 .85 .14 .15 .42 .19 .26

school unif. well-being neu .55 .07 .09 .28 .25 .21 .54 .13 .23 .31 .35 .30

why school unif. don’t work opp .30 −.22 −.31 .33 .18 −.27 .59 −.01 −.03 .37 .21 −.20

why school unif. work sup .89 .43 .49 .38 .27 .38 .92 .45 .03 .50 .39 .36

Overall mean absolute bias .65 .21 .26 .37 .34 .32 .75 .21 .24 .44 .34 .34

Note. In contrast to the actual queries, we here abbreviate intellectual property rights
(IPRs) and uniforms (unif.).

Search Results. We retrieved the top 50-ranked search results for each of
the 3 × 5 = 15 queries listed in Table 1 from two of the most commonly used
search engines, through web crawling or an API.2 This resulted in a data set
of 15 × 2 × 50 = 1500 search results, 25 of which (mostly the last one or two
results) were not successfully retrieved. The remaining 1475 (i.e., 973 unique)
search results were recorded, including their query, URL, title, and snippet.

Viewpoint Annotations. To assign each search result the 2D (stance, logic)
viewpoint label (see Sect. 3), we employed six experts, familiar with the three
topics, the annotation task, and the viewpoint labels. This is more than the
one to three annotators typically employed for IR annotation practices [34,62].
The viewpoint label consists of stance (i.e., position on the debated topic on
an ordinal scale ranging from −3; strongly opposing; to 3; strongly supporting)

1 Due to error, we used the 2nd most common supporting query for the IPR topic.
2 The retrieval took place on December 12th, 2021 in the Netherlands.

https://prolific.co
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and logics of evaluation (i.e., motivations behind the stance).3 First, the experts
discussed annotation guidelines and examples before individually annotating the
same set of 30 search results (i.e., two results randomly chosen per query). Then,
they discussed their disagreements, created an improved, more consistent set
of annotation guidelines, and revised their annotations. Following discussions,
their overall agreement increased to satisfactory levels for stance (Krippendorff’s
α = .90) and the seven logics (α = {.79, .66, .73, .86, .77, .36, .57}). Such agree-
ment values represent common ground in the communication sciences, where,
e.g., two trained annotators got α = {.21, .58} when annotating morality and
economical frames in news [15]. Each expert finally annotated an equal and
topic-balanced share of the remaining 943 unique search results.

4.2 Viewpoint Diversity Evaluation Results

We conducted viewpoint diversity analyses per topic, search engine, and query.
Specifically, we examined the overall viewpoint distributions and then measured
viewpoint bias in each of the (15 × 2 =) 30 different top 50 search result lists
retrieved from the two search engines, by computing the existing metrics rND
and RB (see Sect. 2) and our proposed metric incl. its sub-metrics (see Sect. 3).

Overall Viewpoint Distributions. Among the 973 unique URLs in our search
results data set, 306, 334, and 263 respectively related to the topics atheism,
intellectual property rights (IPRs), and school uniforms. A total of 70 unique
search results were judged irrelevant to their topic and excluded from the anal-
ysis. Search Engine 1 (SE1) provided a somewhat greater proportion of unique
results for the 15 queries (77%) than Search Engine 2 (SE2, 69%). For all three
topics, supporting stances were more common. Regarding logics, the school uni-
forms topic was overall considerably more balanced than the others. Atheism-
related documents often focused on inspired, moral, and functional logics (e.g.,
religious people have higher moral standards, atheism explains the world bet-
ter). Documents related to IPRs often referred to civic, economic, and functional
logics (e.g., IPRs are an important legal concept, IPRs harm the economy).

Viewpoint Diversity per Query, Topic, and Search Engine. We analyzed
the viewpoint diversity of search results using the existing metrics rND, RB,
and our proposed (combined) metric nDVB. We slightly adapted rND and RB
to make their outcomes better comparable; aggregating both in steps of one
and measuring viewpoint imbalance (or bias) rather than ranking fairness. Our
rND implementation considered all documents with negative stance labels as
protected, all documents with positive stance labels as non-protected, and ignored
neutral documents. Computing RB required standardizing all stance labels to
scores ranging from −1 to 1. To compute nDVB, we set the parameters to α =
β = γ = 1, i.e., giving all sub-metrics equal weights. Table 1 shows the evaluation

3 Note that viewpoint labels do not refer to specific web search queries, but always to
the topic (or claim) at hand. For example, a search result supporting the idea that
students should have to wear school uniforms always receives a positive stance label
(i.e., 1, 2, or 3), no matter what query was used to retrieve it.
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results for all metrics across the 30 different search result lists from the two search
engines. Scores closer to 0 suggest greater diversity (i.e., less distance to the ideal
scenario), whereas scores further away from 0 suggest greater bias.

Neutrality. As we note in Sect. 3, viewpoint-diverse search result lists should
feature both sides of debates equally. While rND does not indicate whether a
search result list is biased against or in favor of the protected group [23], the RB
and nDPB outcomes suggest that most of the search result lists we analyzed are
biased towards supporting viewpoints. We observed that results on IPRs tended
to be more biased than results on the other topics but, interestingly, we did not
observe clear differences between query types. Moreover, except for the school
uniforms topic, supposedly neutral queries generally returned results that were
just as biased as queries targeted specifically at opposing or supporting results.

Stance Diversity. Another trait of viewpoint-diverse search result lists is a
balanced stance distribution. Since rND, RB, and nDPB cannot clarify whether
all stances (i.e., all categories ranging from −3 to 3) are uniformly represented,
we here only inspect the nDSB outcomes. While we did not observe a noteworthy
difference between topics or queries, we found that SE2 returned somewhat more
biased results than SE1. Closer examination of queries where the two engines
differed most in terms of nDSB (e.g., why theism is better than atheism) revealed
that SE2 was biased in the sense that it often returned fewer opinionated (and
more neutral) results than SE1. Regarding their balance between mildly and
extremely opinionated results, both engines behaved similarly.

Logic Diversity. The final characteristic of viewpoint-diverse search result
lists concerns their distribution of logics, i.e., the diversity of reasons brought
forward to oppose or support topics. When inspecting the nDLB outcomes, we
found that logic distributions in the search result lists were overall more balanced
than stance distributions (see nDSB results) and similar across search engines
and queries. However, we did observe that nDLB on the school uniforms topic
tended to be lower than for other topics, suggesting that greater diversities of
reasons opposing or supporting school uniforms were brought forward.

Overall Viewpoint Diversity. To evaluate overall viewpoint diversity in the
search result lists, we examined nDVB, the only metric that simultaneously
evaluates divergence from neutrality, stance diversity, and logic diversity. Bias
magnitude per nDVB ranged from .20 to .53 across results from search engines,
with only four out of 30 search result lists being biased against the topic. Regard-
ing topics, search results for neutral queries were somewhat less biased on school
uniforms compared to atheism or intellectual property rights.

Interestingly, search results for neutral queries on all topics were often just as
viewpoint-biased as those from directed queries. Some queries returned search
results with different bias magnitudes (e.g., school uniforms well-being) or bias
directions (e.g., atheism vs theism) depending on the search engine. Moreover,
whereas search results for supporting-biased queries were indeed always biased in
the supporting direction (i.e., positive nDVB score), results for opposing-biased
queries were often also biased towards supporting viewpoints. Figure 1 shows,
per topic and search engine, how the absolute nDVB developed on average when
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evaluated at each rank. It illustrates that nDVB tended to decrease over the
ranks across engines, topics, and queries but highlights that the top, say 10,
search results that users typically examine are often much more viewpoint-biased
than even the top 30 (i.e., more search results could offer more viewpoints).

4.3 Viewpoint Diversification

We implemented four diversification algorithms to foster viewpoint diversity
in search results by (1) re-ranking and (2) creating viewpoint-diverse top 50
search result lists using all unique results from each topic. Specifically, we per-
formed ternary stance diversification, seven-point stance diversification, logic
diversification (all based on xQuAD; i.e., diversifying search results according
to stance labels in the common ternary format, the seven-point ordinal format,
or logic labels, respectively), and hierarchical viewpoint diversification (based
on HxQuAD; i.e., diversifying search results hierarchically: first for seven-point
ordinal stance labels and then, within each stance category, for logic labels; giv-
ing both dimensions equal weights). We evaluated the resulting search result
lists using nDVB.

Fig. 1. Development of mean absolute
nDVB@k across search result ranks, split
by topic and search engine.

Fig. 2. Mean absolute viewpoint diversity
(nDVB@10) per diversification algorithm
across the 30 search result lists.

Re-ranked Top 50 Search Result Lists. Fig. 2 compares absolute nDVB
between the original top 50 search result lists and the four diversification strate-
gies. All strategies improved the viewpoint diversity of our lists. Whereas the
ternary stance diversification only showed marginal improvements (mean abs.
nDVB@10 = .42, nDVB@50 = .35) compared to the original search result lists
(mean abs. nDVB@10 = .47, nDVB@50 = .33), the hierarchical viewpoint diver-
sification based on stances and logics was the most effective in fostering viewpoint
diversity (mean abs. nDVB@10 = .35, nDVB@50 = .27) . Viewpoint diversity for
the seven-point stance diversification (mean abs. nDVB@10 = .39, nDVB@50 =
.29) and logic diversification (mean abs. nDVB@10 = .42, nDVB@50 = .31) were
comparable, and in between the ternary stance and hierarchical diversification.
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“Best-case” Comparison. Despite the promising re-ranking results, diversifi-
cation methods can only work with the specific sets of documents they are given.
To show a “best-case” scenario for comparison, we employed our diversification
algorithms to create, per topic, one maximally viewpoint-diverse search result
list using all topic-relevant search results (i.e., from across queries and search
engines). We found that all four diversification algorithms yielded search result
lists with much less bias when given more documents compared to when they
only re-ranked top 50 search results lists. Here, the hierarchical diversification
was again most effective (mean abs. nDVB@10 = .29, nDVB@50 = .20); improv-
ing by a magnitude of .07 on average over the re-ranked top 50 search result lists.
Compared to the average search result list we had retrieved from the two search
engines, the “best-case” hierarchical diversification improved viewpoint diversity
by margins of .17 (nDVB@10) and .13 (nDVB@50), reflecting a mean improve-
ment of 39%. The other diversification algorithms showed similar improvements,
albeit not as impactful as the hierarchical method (i.e., mean abs. nDVB@10 was
.37, .37, .34 and mean abs. nDVB@50 was .31, .24, .24 for the ternary stance,
seven-point stance, and logic diversifications, respectively).

5 Discussion

We identified that viewpoint diversity in search results can be conceptualized
based on the deliberative notion of diversity by looking at neutrality, stance
diversity, and logics diversity. Although we were able to adapt existing metrics
to partly assess these aspects, a novel metric was needed to comprehensively
measure viewpoint diversity in search results. We thus proposed the metric
normalized discounted viewpoint bias (nDVB), which considers two important
viewpoint dimensions (stances and logics) and measures viewpoint bias, i.e., the
deviation of a search result list from an ideal, viewpoint-diverse scenario (RQ1).
Findings from our case study suggest that nDVB is sensitive to expected data
properties, such as aligning with the query polarity and bias decreasing for larger
lists of search results. Although further refinement and investigation of the met-
ric are required (e.g., to find the most practical and suitable balance between
the three notions of diversity or outline interpretation guidelines), our results
indicate that the metric is a good foundation for measuring viewpoint diversity.

The degree of viewpoint diversity across search engines in our case study was
comparable: neither engine was consistently more biased than the other (RQ2).
However, we found notable differences in bias magnitude and even bias direction
between search engines regarding the same query and queries related to the same
topic. This lends credibility to the idea that nDVB indeed measures viewpoint
diversity, and is able to detect different kinds of biases. Further work is required
to compare different metrics and types of biases. Similar to previous research [65],
we found that search results were mostly biased in the supporting direction.
This suggests that actual search results on debated topics may often not reflect
a satisfactory degree of viewpoint diversity and instead be systemically biased
in terms of viewpoints. More worryingly, depending on where (which search
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engine) or how (which query) users search for information, they may not only be
exposed to different viewpoints, but ones representing a different bias than their
peers. We also found that neutrally formulated queries often returned similarly
biased search results as queries calling for specific viewpoints. In light of findings
surrounding SEME and similar effects, this could have serious ramifications for
individual users’ well-being, business decision-making, and societal polarization.

Our case study further showed that diversification approaches based onxQuAD
and HxQuAD can improve the viewpoint diversity in search results. Here, the hier-
archical viewpoint diversification (based on HxQuAD, and able to consider both
documents’ stances and logics of evaluation) was most effective (RQ3).

Limitations and Future Work. Although our case study covered debated
topics with consequences for individuals, businesses, and society, it is important
to note that our results may not generalize to all search engines and controver-
sial issues. We carefully selected the deliberative notion of diversity to guide our
work as we believe it suits many debated topics, especially those with legitimate
arguments on all sides of the viewpoint spectrum. However, we note that some
scenarios may require applying other diversity notions and that presenting search
results according to the deliberative notion of diversity (i.e., representing all
viewpoints equally) may even cause harm to individual users or help spread fake
news (e.g., considering health-related topics where only one viewpoint represents
the scientifically correct answer [5,10,52,67]). Future work could measure search
result viewpoint bias for larger ranges of topics, explore whether different diver-
sity notions apply when debated topics have clear scientific answers [14,48,63],
and capture user perceptions of diversity [36,46,57].

Another limitation of our work is that, despite providing a diverse range of
queries to choose from, queries may not have represented all users adequately.
Future work could collect topics and queries via open text fields [67]. Further-
more, our proposed metric nDVB is still limited in several ways, e.g., it does not
yet incorporate document relevance, other viewpoint diversity notions, or the
personal preferences and beliefs of users. We encourage researchers and prac-
titioners to build on our work to help improve the measurement of viewpoint
diversity in search results. Finally, annotating viewpoints is a difficult, time-
consuming task even for expert annotators [15,20]. Recent work has already
applied automatic stance detection methods to search results [22] but did so
far not attempt to identify logics of evaluation. However, once such automatic
systems have become more comprehensive, researchers and practitioners could
easily combine them with existing methods for extracting arguments [12,60] and
visualize viewpoints [4,17] in search results.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a metric for evaluating viewpoint diversity in search results, mea-
suring the divergence from an ideal scenario of equal viewpoint representation. In
a case study evaluating search results on three different debated topics from two
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popular search engines, we found that search results may often not be viewpoint-
diverse, even if queries are formulated neutrally. We also saw notable differences
between search engines concerning bias magnitude and direction. Our hierarchi-
cal viewpoint diversification method, based on HxQuAD, consistently improved
the viewpoint diversity of search results. In sum, our results suggest that, while
viewpoint bias in search results is not pervasive, users may unknowingly be
exposed to high levels of viewpoint bias, depending on the query, topic, or search
engine. These factors may influence (especially vulnerable and undecided) users’
attitudes by means of recently demonstrated search engine manipulation effects
and thereby affect individuals, businesses, and society.
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